SWAY
Henrik Pedersen says: “In outdoor situations we often spend more time relaxing and lounging, and
when dining we tend to take our time. So why not make the situation as comfortable as possible?”
With Sway, the Danish designer has combined a finely proportioned teak frame with a practical sling
seat and back to deliver inherent sprung comfort despite an extremely minimal profile.

SWAY
LOU NGE / DI N I N G / B A R

Initially limited to dining chairs only, Henrik has expanded his concept for 2019 to include the introduction
of a bar chair, lounge chair, a two seater sofa and an ottoman - adding both bar height and deep
seating function and appeal to the Sway range.

SWAY
In outdoor situations we often spend more time relaxing and lounging, and when dining we tend
to take our time. So why not make the situation as comfortable as possible, with a cantilever
construction and a sling seat that is flexible enough to provide a soft landing.

MIX & MATCH
Tables offer the perfect starting point to mix and match. Experiment with
different frame colours, sizes and table top materials to find the configuration
that fits both your style and your space. Finally, choose the right chair to
combine - maybe even several different styles for that truly individual look…

FABRICS
Express your individual personality by choosing from our wide range of
Sunbrella® performance outdoor fabrics. From solids, to patterns, waterproof to knitted textures, there’s a fabric to suit every style and application
– all featuring unmatched durability, fade resistance, and ease of cleaning.

GLOSTER FABRICS
No matter which type of fabric you choose for your
cushions, Gloster only use the best outdoor fabrics that
are manufactured using 100% solution dyed acrylic yarns
for maximum resistance to the fading and degrading effects
of sunlight. All fabrics are finished with a water-repellent

coating on the surface to reduce water absorbency. If the
fabric does become wet from prolonged exposure, they
will come to no harm, and the fabrics will dry out naturally.
Gloster cushions are offered with fabrics that fall into
three distinct groups:

OUTDOOR PERFORMANCE
Offered in a wide selection of stylish and sophisticated
fabrics with a soft hand, our Outdoor Performance
cushions use the softest, most luxurious fillings that give

the feel of the most comfortable indoor furniture. A highly
water-resistant barrier beneath the outer fabric cover
protects the fillings, keeping drying times to a minimum.

MAXIMUM WATER RESISTANCE

MAXIMUM SOFT TOUCH

For maximum water resistance, a selection of Sunbrella ®
Rain cover fabrics features a water-resistant coating that is
applied to the back face, helping prevent water travelling
beyond the surface of the fabric. Although not offering
quite the same soft hand as our other fabrics, these water
resistant fabrics are very practical and quick drying. The
fillings inside the cushion are engineered using open cell
materials to allow for maximum air circulation, helping to
speed up the drying process even further.

Combining with all the benefits present in Outdoor
Performance cushions, Gloster offer this range of exclusive,
knitted outdoor fabrics, the first to be produced using
100% solution dyed acrylic yarns. These knitted fabrics
offer the ultimate in terms of softness, giving a sumptuous
cosy feel, while the inherent stretch allows for the perfect fit
to even the most demanding of cushion shapes. The Wave
fabrics feature a unique, 3D knitted structure giving levels
of texture and softness unparalleled in outdoor fabrics.
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